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Teaching writing is a grading intensive process, one that is challenging whether we rely on individual 
human evaluators, groups, or on machines. Decades of research in human judgment and decision 
making demonstrate that we are not always at our best, or as consistent as we may wish to believe. An 
individual’s performance will vary. A coordinated team assessment effort relies on group expectations 
and 
consensus-building that can obscure what we wish to measure. Machines are usually consistent, but 
face different challenges despite the continual improvement of automated grading systems. Recent 
studies (like the 2011 ETS-NJIT E-Rater study) demonstrate that software is capable of performing on par 
with human graders evaluating freshman writing placement samples; critics point out these are short 
and time-limited writing samples and the humans evaluating them use machine-like heuristic grading 
criteria. To better understand what problems remain to be solved, we will examine a small number of 
approaches, best practices in writing assessment by individuals, groups, and machines. Each approach 
offers partial answers to the questions of what makes writing good or communication effective, what 
distinguishes human writing from machine-prepared text, how such qualities and characteristics can be 
measured, and why these questions should be important to communicators, evaluators, teachers, and 
students. 
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Cognitive load theory considers the limits on human working memory and related ramifications for 
information processing and executive function. Considering cognitive load may be helpful when 
designing useful, usable interfaces. The designer’s logical impulse is often to make everything easy, i.e. 
make every button as easy as possible to push, keeping the cognitive load associated with every 
element, item, or task as low as possible. An alternative involves managing the cognitive load, designing 
certain ‘buttons’ that are more difficult to ‘push’ in order to meet usability objectives outlined by 
Nielsen, Norman, and other contemporary usability experts. 
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